• Ebizoncloud Oracle Fusion Applications and Oracle Fusion Middleware
Hosting Service revolutionizes the way in which businesses deploy and
support Oracle Fusion technologies. By delivering Oracle Fusion
Middleware and Fusion Applications on cloud Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), and by changing the way in the application is installed, maintained,
and delivered, Ebizoncloud enables enterprises to operate complex
solutions at much greater efficiencies.
• Leveraging Amazon Web Services Cloud IaaS platform, and technical
expertise developed over a decade of managing Oracle technologies,
Ebizoncloud Oracle fusion applications and Oracle Fusion middleware
Hosting Service delivers better performance, increased security, and
greater reliability than traditional hosting services. The Ebizonclouds
Hosting Service also delivers a significantly lower cost of ownership when
compared to traditional hosted services or in-house corporate systems.

Disaster Recovery Solutions
Enterprise customers can benefit
from Amazon Web Services' widely
dispersed data centers by choosing
a primary site and a disaster
recovery site from 10 regions
around the globe. Ebizoncloud
provides solutions to deploy Highly
Available Oracle Fusion middleware
and Oracle Fusion Applications in
the cloud, at a fraction of the cost of
traditional DR solutions.

Applications & Database
Administration
Ebizoncloud Administration services
are backed by highly qualified staff.
We pride ourselves on our ability to
partner with our clients to offer
flexible solutions for their Oracle
Fusion Middleware, Oracle Fusion
Applications, and database hosting
needs. From strong SLAs, to robust
disaster recovery and backup
strategies, Ebizoncloud manages all
the cloud and application
infrastructure so that our clients can
concentrate on their core business.

Oracle and AWS Production – DR (Active-Active)

Ebizonclouds Oracle Fusion Applications and Oracle Fusion Middleware Hosting Service includes a
complete cloud infrastructure platform, and a ready source of Oracle expertise. You are relieved of the
responsibility of finding, training, and retaining staff members who have to be experts on the Oracle
database, Oracle applications and your unique operational requirements. We redefines hosting services
by combining world-class data centers, with extreme expertise, superior customer support, and a
proven managed services framework.
Key features include:
• 24 x 7 proactive monitoring & response
• Integrated service desk and monitoring framework
• Single point of contact – Experienced primary DBA with backup DBA
• Independently audited reports
• Support for multi-tier architectures and DMZ deployments
• Unlimited cloning, patching, database & tech stack upgrades
• Performance tuning, backup & recovery process
• Firewall deployment & monitoring with intrusion detection
• Flat fee pricing with no multi-year contractual requirements
• Strong governance model with quarterly business reviews

Benefits of Ebizoncloud Oracle Fusion Middleware & Oracle
Fusion Applications Hosting Service
• Robust Performance
• Rapid Deployment
• Increased Security
• Proven Migration Methodology

• Greater Reliability
• Zero Capex
• Unmatched Scalability
• No Multi-year Contracts

